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SUMMARY
The current state of cartographic basis was analyzed in the research work. The prospects of cartographic
basis development were studied. This study was conducted at the example of Ivano-Frankivsk city. On
the basis of the performed research, the approaches and mechanisms of creation of a cartographic basis
were formed for amalgamated territorial communities.
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Introduction
Modern cartography is a fascinating popular science, which explores the spatial arrangement of the
phenomena of nature and society through maps, as well as their connections, dynamics; it is a
science that is able to penetrate into the mechanisms of processes functioning in time and space, to
predict their further development. In recent decades, the rapid advancement of cartography and
related disciplines has led to the emergence of new methods, technologies, trends of mapping and
the creation of new types of cartographic works. As of today, cartography is difficult to imagine
without close interaction with aerospace sounding, geoinformatics and telecommunications.
Electronic maps and atlases, animations, three-dimensional cartographic models and other
geoimages are becoming common research tools for land-surveyors, geographers, geologists,
ecologists and other professionals (Titova and Dudun, 2017; Prykhodko et al., 2019).
Method and Theory
A new administrative-territorial system has been approved in Ukraine. 1469 territorial communities
have appeared on the country’s map. In 2021, the new administrative-territorial system of basic level
shall become fully operational.
The Ivano-Frankivsk Territorial Community is one of these newly-formed communities. The IvanoFrankivsk Amalgamated Territorial Community includes 19 settlements. This community structure
was approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine on the 12th of June. According to the
Perspective Plan of Formation of Territories of Communities in the given oblast, the IvanoFrankivsk Amalgamated Territorial Community includes Vovchynetska, Dobrovlianska,
Drahomyrchanska, Kolodiyivska, Krykhovetska, Mykytynetska, Pidluzka, Pidpecherivska,
Radchanska, Uhornytska, Uzynska, Khryplynska, Cherniyivska, Chukalivska, Berezivska,
Bratkovetska Communities of Tysmenytsia district, as well as Kaminnetska and Tysmenychanska
Communities of Nadvirna district.
One of the problems of the newly-formed amalgamated territorial community of Ivano-Frankivsk
city is the absence of a single cartographic basis. The existing cartographic basis of villages,
annexed as a result of amalgamation of territorial communities, is out-of-date both morally and
physically. It is the vast majority of general plans and geodetic surveys in the villages of the 60s-80s
of the last century (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Example of the existing topographic basis
One can learn about the current state of the cartographic basis of the Ivano-Frankivsk Amalgamated
Territorial Community by ordering a Certificate from the City-Planning Cadastre. The Certificate
from the City-Planning Cadastre is a cadastral certificate, containing consumer-requested official
information from the City-Planning Cadastre, characterizing the city-planning regulations and other
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conditions of city-planning activity, which are valid within the territory of Ivano-Frankivsk city, also
conditions and restrictions of city planning, requirements and restrictions regarding the use of land
plots and real estate objects located on them (if available), other reference data from the information
resources of the urban cadastre. This document contains additional materials needed to make
decisions on the location, construction, reconstruction, restoration, capital repair of objects,
preparation of conclusions on registration of land use rights, approval of land management projects.
Examples
In most cases, the cartographic basis is morally and physically outdated. One of the main tasks of
the newly-formed Ivano-Frankivsk Amalgamated Territorial Community is updating the
cartographic basis. When updating and creating a cartographic basis, the application of relatively
new method of creating a cartographic basis is topical, namely aero-photo-taking. Aerial
photography is photographing the earth's surface from an airplane or satellite using special aerial
cameras. It is a remote method of studying the earth's surface by photographing in various areas of
optical spectrum from an airplane or other aircrafts.
Territorial communities and local authorities, which were given wider opportunities to use their own
funds under the conditions of decentralization, are ordering orthophotoplans for the needs of land
management, cadastre, urban planning, development of plans for reconstruction or construction of
various infrastructure facilities.
An orthophotoplan is a photographic plan of certain territory on the exact geodetic basis, obtained
by aerial photography or space photography with the subsequent conversion of images from central
projection into orthogonal one using the orthotransformation method.
By ordering an orthophotoplan for the general plan of some city or village, you will get the most
comprehensive, detailed and up-to-date information on the terrain and objects located thereon
(Kobelev, 2013).

Figure 2 Orthophotoplan of the terrain
Aerial photography provides the latest data that cannot be found on old maps and topographic plans.
Using an orthophotoplan created with the help of an unpiloted aerial vehicle, you can: see the
buildings, trees and greenery available on the plot of land; assess the scope of work and make the
accurate estimate; identify the areas that require more careful research etc (Galetskyi, 2012; Glotov,
2014).
By accuracy, photographic plans correspond to topographic maps of similar scale. But one of the
most important advantages of work with orthophotoplans is their visibility. It is easier for a project
engineer, who uses an orthophotoplan together with a topographic map, to estimate the relief shape
and height on the given plot of land.
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On the basis of aerial photography it is possible to form a topographic plan of terrain. Topographic
survey of the area is a responsible process, the main task of which is creating a topographic or
geodetic plan of certain area. Topographic survey of terrain at the scale of 1:500-1:2000 involves the
gradual removal of boundaries of plot and real estate objects, which are located on the area under
research (Figure 3).
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Figure 3 Topographic and geodetic survey m 1:500 (a) and 1:2000 (b)
Plans at the scale of 1:500 have several purposes. First of all, they are made prior to development of
general plan of the territory, pre-planned for construction. Besides, such construction sites will
require a number of detailed drawings with the mandatory marking of all underground
communication lines. Exactly for this the topographic survey at the scale of 1:500 is intended – to
get the correct drawings.
Depending on the size of the object to be studied by surveyors, one or another scale is chosen. Thus,
such ratios as 1:500 are used for topographic or executive survey of short distances - separate plots
of land or groups of plots. If the ratio, for example, is 1:10 000 or 1:50 000, here we can talk about
the whole city and development of not just plans, but full maps. So the scale of 1:2000 is the socalled golden mean (Figure 3).
Various graphic documents are compiled on the basis of topographic survey at the scale of 1:2000,
depending on the goals set for performers. Most often, such graphic documents are general project
plans, technical drawings of individual elements of some object under study. In total, reports and
graphic materials represent the result of topographic survey at the scale of 1:2000.
A general plan of the city is the final and main result of the overall cartographic basis. A general
plan is a type of city-planning documentation that regulates urban planning activities in cities and
other settlements, determines the conditions of population safety, provision with the necessary
sanitary-hygienic and ecologic requirements, rational determination of land use limits, zones of
residential, public, industrial buildings, specially protected areas, zones of different urban value,
location of work places, development of engineering-transport infrastructure, landscaping,
preservation of historical-cultural heritage and anthropogenic landscapes, river basins (Prykhodko et
al., 2020). The general plan is approved and is the main legal document, certified according to laws
or other regulatory legal acts. An example of a general plan is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Fragment of general plan
Based on the above cartographic material, we have illustrated the algorithm of creating a
topographic basis for newly-formed communities. The modern advancement of technologies enables
to use and combine a variety of remote mapping methods. Unpiloted aerial vehicles are the basis for
obtaining a cartographic basis.
Conclusions
The cartographic basis of newly-formed territorial communities was the object of this study. Based
on the analysis of cartographic basis of the Ivano-Frankivsk Territorial Community, an algorithm
and sequence of actions in the development of topographic basis of newly-formed territorial
communities were generated. Referring to the study performed, one can conclude on the need to
update the cartographic basis of newly-formed communities. To carry out this updating, it is
necessary to use modern remote technologies of aerial photography, remote sensing and other
modern geodetic remote technologies.
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